For those that still think this project is about renewable energy, it's not. It's about right and wrong. What is wrong is that Clean Line promises overinflated job numbers and tax revenues to generate misguided, public support. Supporters portray the affected areas as third world countries if Plains and Eastern is not allowed to be built. Myself and others have been banned and our comments deleted on Clean Line's fake support pages for presenting real facts and asking the tough questions. This shows their lack of knowledge and an unwillingness to listen to anything that a "canned" Clean Line response won't answer. What do they have to hide? Also wrong is that Clean Line and its supporters say that Plains and Eastern is about free market and capitalism. If that's the case, why the need for Clean Line to so desperately want to acquire the power of eminent domain? I guess they believe it is ok for themselves and a few billionaire investors to profit off the backs of rural Americans who do not want to give up what belongs to them.

Clean Line and its supporters have their heads in the sand and fail to see the big picture of what's really at stake. Or most likely, they don't care. They have one agenda only, and damn anyone that gets in the way. An agenda being driven by greed, not by a need. All the while, being disguised under the cloak of "green energy".

The opposition to Plains and Eastern is strong and growing by the day. What's right about any of this is how it's being shown that Section 1222 needs to be done away with immediately...the rules being made up on the fly. What's also right is how thousands of landowners across multiple states and all walks of life have come together with a unified voice against that which is wrong. Wrong for us, wrong for our states...wrong for America. It's time for the Department of Energy to step up and deny Clean Line of what is not theirs. That's the right thing to do.

Greg Kremers
Dover, Arkansas